Career Prep 3:
The Journey Ahead

Course Description & Learning Objectives
Overview
Need help with an answer? Google it! Need directions to the event? Map it! Want to know if it’ll
rain? Weather satellite! We live in an age where the information we need is almost always at the
tips of our fingertips, and we only have to pull out a handy app or tool to get the help we need.
Technology has provided us great assistance in getting us the knowledge we want, when we want it,
in order to get us to where we want to go.
But what about those bigger life journeys, like your career choices? Can an app help you get to the
end of that?
The Journey Ahead of you right now is far more complex than a simple query, but it shouldn’t be
daunting. With the right guides, support, tools, and help (such as your teachers, and this course!),
you can start this latest journey toward your future career in confidence.
We want to help escort you through an exploratory journey toward the best possible career path
options for you!
See the End… from the Beginning!
This course will compel you to think about two things:
1. Where you are right now, and...
2. Where you want to be in the future!
Even if the future seems far away, believe it or not, decisions and information you gather now can
directly affect the path before you. Like a plant, the seeds you bury today are what shape and form
the harvest of the future.
A track and field star doesn’t expect to wake up on race day and complete a full marathon. It takes
practice. It takes preparation. The same goes for preparing for your future career!
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Unit 3 Outline
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do you know?
• Skills Survey
What do you think?
• Worksheet
Where are you going?
Journey Map
What Journey are you on?
Mission and Outcomes
Essay Assignment

Unit 3 Learning Objectives
•
•

Understand the purpose of Career Prep and acknowledge its importance
Identify ways to strategically plan for the future
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